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Ecological Interface Design of a Tactical
Airborne Separation Assistance Tool

Stijn B. J. Van Dam, Max Mulder, and M. M. van Paassen

Abstract—In a free-flight airspace environment, pilots have
more freedom to choose user-preferred trajectories. An onboard
pilot support system is needed that exploits travel freedom while
maintaining spatial separation with other traffic. Ecological inter-
face design is used to design an interface tool that assists pilots with
the tactical planning of efficient conflict-free trajectories toward
their destination. Desired pilot actions emerge from the visualiza-
tion of workspace affordances in terms of a suitable description
of aircraft (loco)motion. Traditional models and descriptions for
aircraft motion cannot be applied efficiently for this purpose.
Through functional modeling, more suitable locomotion models
for trajectory planning are analyzed. As a result, a novel interface,
the state vector envelope, is presented that is intended to provide
the pilot with both low-level information, allowing direct action,
and high-level information, allowing conflict understanding and
situation awareness.

Index Terms—Ecological interface design (EID), functional
modeling, navigation interface, separation assistance.

NOMENCLATURE

ASAS Airborne separation assurance system.
AH Abstraction hierarchy.
ATP Airborne trajectory planning.
CPA Closest point of approach.
EID Ecological interface design.
FBZ Forbidden beam zone.
HTF Heading travel function.
ND Navigation display.
PZ Protected zone.
SHTF Speed-heading travel function.
SVE State vector envelope.

I. INTRODUCTION

IN THE traditional airspace environment, capacity problems
are expected in the near future due to growing air traffic.

New concepts for air traffic management, such as free flight,
permit a more flexible use of airspace with airborne determi-
nation of user-preferred trajectories that allow direct routing
and cruise climb [16]. This will increase airspace capacity and
reduce congestion problems, but at the same time, it leads to
more complex traffic flows, increasing workload of air traffic
controllers.
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A possible way to reduce workload would be to delegate
the separation task to the pilot. In order to assist pilots in
self-separation, airborne separation assurance systems (ASAS)
[6], like predictive ASAS (P-ASAS) [9], have been developed.
ASAS systems form a strategic complement to currently de-
ployed airborne collision avoidance systems (ACAS) like the
traffic alert and collision avoidance system, TCAS II [17]. In
the same way as ACAS systems do, traditional ASAS systems
present a ready-to-use avoidance maneuver as a solution.

Generally, these automated systems present a limited set of
explicit solutions to the pilot and have proven to be effective
as far as providing conflict1 resolution and reducing workload
are concerned. A few observations can be made, however, with
respect to automated airborne self-separation support. First,
when a conflict situation exists, explicit automated solutions
hold pilots back from exploring solutions other than the one(s)
presented and, therefore, may preclude the full exploitation of
travel freedom and airspace capacity offered by future airspace
environments. Second, in a complex traffic environment, non-
routine situations may arise, often beyond the scope of the
automation and not anticipated for in the automation design.
In these exceptional cases, the pilot’s ability to improvise
outperforms automated solutions. To support pilots in these
unforseen situations, automation and instrumentation need to
promote a high level of situation awareness.

These considerations call for an alternative approach to de-
signing a system that assists pilots in maintaining separation.
In this paper, the term “separation assistance” rather than
“separation assurance” is used to label systems that help the
pilot maneuver tactically in order to manage conflict situations,
without giving an explicit resolution. Our objective is to show
how ecological interface design (EID) [25] can be used to
design such a decision-support tool. The design of this tool is
based on an analysis of aircraft motion in the context of explor-
ing travel possibilities. With the help of functional modeling
techniques [13], aircraft behavior can be modeled in such a
way that a presentation of the “travel function” allows pilots to
directly perceive which control actions lead to a desired aircraft
behavior, in a goal-directed fashion.

This paper is structured as follows. After some introductory
definitions, first, the cognitive work associated with planning a
conflict-free trajectory is analyzed. Then, two aircraft locomo-
tion models and the visualizations and afforded planning strate-
gies associated with them are discussed. The most promising
interface, the SVE, is described, focusing on how it supports

1The term “conflict” means a predicted loss of separation between two
aircraft in the near future. It will be defined more accurately below.
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Fig. 1. AH for ATP workspace.

pilot cognitive control. Finally, the results of a preliminary pilot
evaluation are described.

II. ECOLOGICAL INTERFACE DESIGN

EID is a design paradigm that addresses the cognitive inter-
action between humans and complex sociotechnical systems.
It was originally applied to process control [25]. Its approach
to interface design gives priority to the worker’s environment
(“ecology”), focusing on how the environment imposes con-
straints on the worker. EID supports worker adaptation and has
proven better problem-solving performance when compared to
other approaches [23].

EID consists of two main steps. The first step relates to
the “content” and “structure” of the work domain, whereas
the second addresses the interface “form.” First, a workspace
analysis tries to identify functionalities, constraints, and means-
end relationships within the worker’s environment, as these
shape the possibilities of goal-directed worker actions within
that environment. The identification is done using Rasmussen’s
abstraction hierarchy (AH) [15]. Second, EID aims to make
these workspace constraints and means-end relationships easily
visible on the display. It intends to express them in a meaningful
functional way, taking advantage of the human capacity to
directly perceive and act upon what the environment affords [7].
System functionalities and mechanisms that are often “hidden”
from operators in traditional automated systems are made more
transparent. In the present context, automation is used for the
benefit of pilot situation awareness.

III. WORKSPACE ANALYSIS

The analysis is made for the tactical navigation work, which
will be referred to as airborne trajectory planning2 (ATP).
The work involves onboard (re-)planning to achieve a safe,

2Note that the term “trajectory planning” might suggest onboard strategic
flight management system trajectory planning, which it is not. The terms “ATP”
or simply “planning” or “planning work” used throughout this paper strictly
address onboard tactical trajectory planning work.

conflict-free, and efficient trajectory to the destination within
a future free-flight-like airspace environment. A number of
pilot–aircraft activities relate to this work, such as resolving and
preventing conflicts, arriving on time at a destination, etc. The
AH serves as a tool to set out a guide map of how different
processes on different levels of functional abstraction relate
with each other [25].

A. Abstraction Hierarchy

Fig. 1 shows an AH for ATP showing only the most im-
portant functions. Relations between functions are not explic-
itly shown. The AH is a stratified hierarchical description of
the workspace, defined by means-end relationships between
adjacent levels [25]. In the vertical direction, a functional
“means-end” decomposition of the workspace is presented. In
the horizontal direction, connection lines indicate a whole-
part decomposition. It reveals constraints of, and relationships
between, aircraft and airspace components, path control, loco-
motion physics, planning key functions, and the achievement of
travel goals in terms of safety, production, and efficiency.

In this paper, the workspace content and boundaries are
limited to trajectory planning functions in direct relation with
conflict resolution and prevention during cruise flight and in
situations with multiple aircraft. Functions related to aircraft
control and stability, like staying within the flight envelope and
accounting for passenger comfort, are kept out of the analysis.
The time interval in which this workspace is analyzed is deter-
mined by the applicability of conflict management and is more
or less situated between 60 s and around 15 min. Below 60 s,
collision avoidance systems like the TCAS II must take over
in order to prevent collision [17]. A 15-min upper threshold
is chosen because the vast majority of conflict resolution and
recovery maneuvers take less than 15 min. In order to reduce
problem complexity, only motion in the horizontal plane is con-
sidered in this paper. Extensions to the vertical plane, as well
as combined vertical/horizontal representations, are currently
being developed [2].

The hierarchy was developed using a top–down approach.
At the highest abstraction level, i.e., the functional purpose,
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the ATP systems’ main goals are identified as safe, produc-
tive, and efficient travel through airspace. In the context of
conflict management, this means the efficient and productive
prevention/resolution of conflict situations during cruise flight
in the horizontal plane. At the abstract function level, the key
functions describe how these goals can be achieved: while
approaching the destination and limiting path deviation, spatial
separation must be maintained at all times. Implicit coordina-
tion between different aircraft is beneficial for the realization of
the key functions. On the general function level, the processes
of aircraft locomotion and pilot control are described. Path con-
trol is done using the autopilot. Pilot control inputs relate to air-
craft motion through aircraft kinematics and dynamics. On the
bottom of the AH, the physical form and functions are described
using the airspace model, including the ownship and intruder
aircraft. While these levels are relevant for the physical imple-
mentation of the system, they are not directly relevant to the
work described herein. Thus, they are not further elaborated on.

B. Workspace Key Functions

In this section, the requirements for goal achievement are an-
alyzed, and the relations with lower levels (locomotion, control,
aircraft state, etc.) are identified.

1) Spatial Separation (Safety Goal): Spatial separation ad-
dresses separation from terrain and objects in space. Regarding
separation from other aircraft, a separation standard is defined
through a protected zone (PZ) centered around the aircraft [16].
Intrusion of this space is referred to as a “loss of separation,”
destroying the safety goal. In the horizontal plane, the PZ is a
circle with a radius of 5 nmi (Fig. 2). A conflict situation is
defined as a future loss of separation within a given look-ahead
horizon of 5 min. Based on the ownship speed vector �Vown and
the intruder speed vector �Vint, a conflict detection algorithm can
predict where the separation between both aircraft is minimal,
the closest point of approach (CPA). In the situation shown in
Fig. 2, the CPA lies inside the PZ, and separation will be lost
within 5 min if no action is taken. Aircraft positions and PZ at
the moment of CPA are also drawn in gray; these predictions are
based on a new ownship speed vector �Vnew. Clearly, separation
can still be lost, even if the ownship turns away from the
original PZ.

2) Destination Approximation (Production Goal): Produc-
tion addresses certain “performance” to be produced by trav-
eling. In general, this comes down to transporting persons or
goods comfortably from A to B and deliver them on time. For
trajectory planning, spatio-temporal deviation constraints, also
known as time slots or time “gates,” exist with respect to the
destination, next waypoint or other point. For this paper, a sim-
ple requirement will be used, stating that the distance between
aircraft and destination should decrease at all times. Thus, the
pilot would nominally head straight toward the destination.

3) Path Deviation Minimization (Efficiency Goal): Efficient
travel addresses economic fuel-efficient flight. Regarding con-
flict situations, the maximum spatial deviation from the path
δmax is defined as the distance between the ownship’s reference
position and its actual position at CPA instance (see Fig. 3).
The reference position is based on the prediction using the

Fig. 2. Plan view of a conflict. The CPA is calculated for the current ownship
speed vector (black) and a new owncraft speed vector (gray) after a turn.

Fig. 3. Maximum path deviation δmax at instance of CPA.

original ownship’s speed vector �Vown. The actual position is
based on the resolution vector �Vres. After the CPA instance,
the pilot will start a recovery maneuver to direct the aircraft
back toward the original trajectory. The deviation due to conflict
resolution is determined by two physical phenomena: the state
change magnitude |Δ�V | and the duration of the resolution, the
resolution time tres. The most efficient resolution minimizes the
product of both factors

δmax =
(
|Δ�V | ∗ tres

)
. (1)

The state change magnitude |Δ�V | is obtained by subtraction
of the original ownship’s velocity vector �Vown from the new
ownship’s resolution velocity vector �Vres

Δ�V = �Vres − �Vown. (2)

The deviation measure δmax is useful to compare different
resolution maneuvers when considering their efficiency.

4) Implicit Coordination: Aircraft involved in the same con-
flict can have a mutual benefit from their maneuver actions
if they are done in a coordinated fashion. For example, for
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two aircraft on a head-on collision course, coordination is fully
exploited if both make a starboard turn maneuver. This way, the
required resolution time or maneuver magnitude can be halved
if compared to the case where only one aircraft maneuvers. As
a result, the realization of other key functions becomes easier.
Since no intent information is explicitly exchanged, a support
tool should preferably “implicitly” assure coordination by the
way it presents the conflict situation.

5) Goal Priority: Situations may occur in which not all
goals can be met. In these cases, goal priority comes into play
[22]. Safety is the highest priority, followed by production,
then efficiency. For example, conflict situations may require
trajectory deviations away from the destination.

IV. FUNCTIONAL MODELING OF AIRCRAFT BEHAVIOR

The workspace analysis provides an overview of the content
and structure of the planning workspace but does not yet
provide us with any clues on how to create a meaningful display
given that it does not answer the following questions.

By which aircraft (loco)motion can separation best be re-
alized and how must it be visualized? How can we reveal
the relation between a conflict resolution and path deviation,
implicit coordination, and aircraft locomotion?

Thus, a step that facilitates the acquisition of workspace
constraints in a way that abets visual presentation is necessary.
A good interface design requires a clear presentation of the
workspace constraints and support for goal-directed behavior
to enhance quick (re)action upon behavior of the environ-
ment [21].

In the present context, the “system” dynamics are complex,
as they depend on the behavior of multiple aircraft moving rela-
tive to each other. Traditional formulations of aircraft dynamics
express aircraft (loco)motion through formulations given in the
form of nonlinear state-space equations, e.g.,

x = (p, q, r, φ, θ, ψ, u, v, w, x, y, z)T

ẋ = f(x,u, t). (3)

Although two (or more) of these equations (one for the
ownship and one (or more) for any other nearby aircraft) de-
scribe the aircraft behavior adequately, a description of aircraft
locomotion in this format is not useful for interface design as it
fails to answer the two design requirements stated earlier.

First, the state-space formulation has too many degrees of
freedom to be of practical use for goal-directed control. The
input to the controlled system, the aircraft, is a function of time
u(t), and in principle, any input can be given (resulting in a
high-dimensional “possible behavior” of the aircraft). Evalu-
ating all possible inputs is impractical, and trying to display
these options and their consequences is even more so. A low-
dimensional description of aircraft behavior that uses inputs
that match flight practice should be used. If not, the pilot will
be unable to perform the described aircraft behavior.

Second, the state-space formulation is not related to any goal-
oriented behavior of the pilot. That is, for pilots, the main
concern is not: “Which path will the aircraft follow if I do this?”

but rather “Will it reach the destination without crashing into
something?” Engineering descriptions for aircraft motion and
motion paths, like the state-space description, do not directly re-
late to the goal-directed constraints in the planning workspace.
Consequently, they are of little use in designing presentations
that help pilots choose a trajectory.

In order to obtain goal-directed descriptions for aircraft
behavior, or (loco)motion, one needs to describe the “function
of” locomotion. Here, the word function is defined as “useful
behavior” [11], i.e., behavior that is relevant to achieving one’s
ends. Functional modeling [13] describes the goal-relevant
behavior of a system. By determining what types of possible
behavior are functional to goal achievement, the possible alter-
natives for goal achievement are obtained.

Considering that we are matching the capabilities for action
of a pilot–aircraft system, and their consequences as determined
by its airspace environment (including other aircraft in the
vicinity), parallels can be drawn with ecological psychology
[7]. In this context, the affordances of the surrounding airspace
describe the options available to aircraft and pilot, of which
some are functional (avoiding other aircraft). A visualization of
affordances of travel was already exemplified in the illustrations
in Gibson’s classic 1938 paper [8].

In the original EID framework applied to process control,
the interface built for the power plant formed a new ecology/
environment for the operator. For travel, however, pilots already
use an existing ecology in the form of the outside view and
cockpit instruments, and therefore, natural ecological percep-
tion of affordances already exists. A pilot can, for example,
predict a future collision by perceiving the angle between the
ownship heading and the line extending to the intruder. If this
angle remains constant in time, both travelers will eventually
collide if no action is taken. A new interface tool should
not substitute, but enhance this natural perception, by making
visible those airspace affordances that are “hidden” from the
naked eye [24]. In Fig. 2, one is not able to see by which
maneuver the situation will or will not be resolved, even when
the CPA and PZ are presented.

Different airspace elements yield different travel affordances.
With respect to the ownship, intruder aircraft afford “collision”
or “avoidance.” With respect to the actual position of the
aircraft, the destination or planned position affords “approxi-
mation” or “deviation.” With respect to the aircraft traveling,
air affords locomotion. With respect to the wings, air affords
pressure difference. Note how airspace affordances relate to
workspace constraints on different functional levels as well
as decomposition levels of the AH (Fig. 1). The planning
affordances that directly relate to more functional levels of
abstraction are summarized in Table I. The next sections will
investigate how the airspace environment should be presented,
so that planning affordances can be perceived and fluently
transformed into functional aircraft behavior, supporting the
natural coupling between perception and action.

V. HEADING TRAVEL FUNCTION

The description of locomotion used to present the affor-
dances must match the pilot flight practice and limit the number
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TABLE I
PLANNING GOALS, KEY FUNCTIONS, AFFORDANCES OF AIRSPACE ELEMENTS, AND MANEUVER STRATEGIES FOR

HTF AND SHTF. THE STRATEGY FOR IMPLICIT COORDINATION ONLY HOLDS FOR CONFLICT RESOLUTION

of degrees of freedom. This paper took the approach to select a
reasonable locomotion model and to analyze if it was possible
to present planning affordances. For cruise flight limited to the
horizontal plane, the pilot controls the aircraft through heading
and/or speed settings.

The first generation of locomotion models aimed at pre-
senting planning affordances in terms of travel opportunities
governed by manipulating only the aircraft heading [20]. The
first model was based on constant speed and instantaneous
heading changes. A second model, the heading travel function
(HTF), included realistic turn dynamics. When considering
these maneuver possibilities in a traditional plan view pre-
sentation where the ownship and other aircraft are shown,
conflicts cannot easily be perceived. Knowing the velocities
and trajectories of the involved aircraft conflicts can be de-
tected, however, in a fast-time simulation, which is essen-
tially the basis for current conflict detection and avoidance
systems.

If the PZ is shown at the moment of CPA, as in Fig. 2, one can
see whether separation is lost for the current trajectory predic-
tion based on vector �Vown. The CPA, however, is a characteristic
of 4-D space; it only remains constant when the aircraft loco-
motion states are not changed. If a turn maneuver to starboard
is made, the predictions for the new vector �Vnew show that the
CPA has moved and that the conflict is not resolved at all.
Thus, presenting the CPA does not enable pilots to “see”
which maneuvers would resolve the conflict. Thus, in plan
view orthogonal space, maneuvers cannot be directly linked to
separation. It is unclear which paths will eventually stay out of
or enter the intruder aircraft PZ.

Conflicts can, however, easily be seen in a relative velocity
field. In an intruder-centered reference frame, the motion of the
ownship is expressed relative to the intruder, and the intruder’s
PZ is pinpointed in space. In this field, aircraft maneuvers
can be linked to spatial separation. Subtracting the speed of
the intruder yields a representation that shows travel of the
ownship in a relative space, i.e., the space and travel relative
to the intruder aircraft. On the left-hand side of Fig. 4, the HTF
expresses which of the possible ownship paths will stay out of
the intruder aircraft PZ. Note that the effects of turn maneuver
dynamics are included, as can be noticed by the bended shape of
each ownship path, together forming the set of relative motion
paths that will realize separation.

A. Heading Bands Presentation

1) Safety: Travel in “relative space” is not a practical way
to present travel options to the pilot. It is preferred to directly

Fig. 4. (Left) HTF in intruder-centered reference frame. (Right) The heading
band shows turns that will lose separation.

present which turn maneuvers resolve the conflict(s) and which
do not. This way, the so-called heading bands can be created.3

That is, the interval of turns that will lead to loss of separation is
presented on the heading scale through colored heading bands
(see the right-hand side of Fig. 4).

Since the turn geometry is included in the functional loco-
motion model, as soon as a turn to a conflict-free heading is ini-
tiated, the heading band edges remain stable, i.e., they maintain
the same heading values. Note that our first locomotion model,
based on instantaneous heading changes, did not take the turn
dynamics into account and therefore failed to accurately predict
the turn maneuver needed to get out of the heading band. From
the heading band presentation, a simple turn strategy can be
used to resolve a conflict, i.e., “turn out of the heading band”
(see Table I).

2) Production: The production goal accomplished by the
strategy to “head toward the destination” is easily realized
by limiting possible heading changes for conflict resolution
to 90◦. Generally speaking, for trajectory planning, pilots can
always turn “toward” the destination: making a turn so that the
destination lies in the extension of the current heading.

B. Hypothesis for Efficiency and Implicit Coordination

In order to set up a “turn” travel strategy that assures co-
operation between two aircraft, the following planning rule

3It is important to emphasize the distinction between a “travel function,” such
as the HTF, and an “interface concept,” such as the heading bands. A travel
function is a formulation of aircraft motion presenting a set of travel options to
the pilot, whereas an interface concept is a presentation format that visualizes
workspace constraints/affordances in terms of these travel options.
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was defined: “A conflict must be resolved by taking a turn
toward the closest heading band edge.” Because of the sym-
metrical conflict geometry, this will generally result in coop-
erative maneuvers. Both aircraft can simultaneously initiate
these maneuvers based on the position of their heading marker
inside the heading band. Furthermore, an efficiency hypothesis
can be explored: A conflict resolution maneuver toward the
nearest band edge results in the smallest lateral deviation δmax.
A complete overview of the HTF planning strategies with
respect to the key functions is presented in Table I.

Research showed that the angular proximity of the heading
band edge is not proportional to the maximum lateral deviation
[18]. The perception of both heading band edges and then the
strategy of steering toward the closest edge does not necessarily
result in the smallest δmax of the two possible turn resolutions.
Some trajectories to resolve a potential conflict bring the air-
craft on a parallel course. If the speed vectors of both aircraft
are approximately equal, resolution time tres becomes very
high. As a consequence, a very large path deviation is obtained.
Although steering toward the nearest heading band edge results
in the smallest state change Δ�V , the bands provide no measure
of the duration of a conflict resolution. In some situations, a
small Δ�V is accompanied by an extremely large tres, causing
the product of both terms, the path deviation δmax, to become
very large as well.

Another aspect of the HTF travel strategy is that it does
not consider aircraft speed changes. In previous research on
P-ASAS, the heading bands’ width and position showed to be
very dependent on speed [9]. When speed changes, heading
bands move, split up, shrink, or expand, changing the range
of conflict-free headings. The unsteady heading band behavior
based on the current speed caused P-ASAS to be extended with
a multiple heading band presentation, based on a set of different
speeds around the current speed [9].

Clearly, the presentations based on the HTF only present
separation in an invariable way as long as the pilot avoids
changing speed. However, satisfying other goals might require
these speed changes to, for instance, compensate for time
deviation along track. In that case, the bands lose their current
width and position, and it becomes useless and even misleading
to show separation by heading bands. It is also doubtful whether
implicit cooperation between aircraft can be perceived when
multiple conflicts occur simultaneously. In that case, multiple
heading bands belonging to different aircraft will appear and
overlap each other on the heading scale.

An alternative for visualizing separation on a traditional plan
view display is the presentation of “forbidden areas” where
current trajectory prediction (conflict zone) and potential tra-
jectories (no-go zone) will lose separation [5]. However, since
these are also based on heading changes, they have the same
deficiencies as the heading bands. That is, although adequate
for pure heading changes (at constant speed), the shape is
dependent on speed and sometimes fails to visualize more
efficient conflict resolutions. Similarly, speed bands based on
locomotion models that use constant heading have the same
drawbacks as the heading bands: They are sensitive to heading
changes, and they fail to present efficient conflict resolutions.
Presentations that use both speed and heading bands simultane-

ously do not improve much either as changing the state within
one band changes the appearance of the other band. Clearly, a
fundamentally different approach is needed.

VI. SPEED-HEADING TRAVEL FUNCTION

The interaction between speed and heading must be fully
understood. Hence, in the third locomotion model, the speed-
heading travel function (SHTF) model, the aircraft behavior
was modeled by combined speed and heading change ma-
neuvers [18]. At this stage, the aircraft dynamics were ne-
glected, however, due to the increased complexity of expressing
combined heading and speed changes. The main challenge
lies in finding an invariable visualization for efficient con-
flict resolution in such a way that it supports a travel strat-
egy that yields implicit coordination between two or more
aircraft.

A. Forbidden Beam Zone and State Vector Envelope

1) Safety: As mentioned in the previous section,
(loco)motion can be better related to spatial separation
constraints in a relative velocity plane. Within this plane, a
beam-shaped area can be defined, as shown in Fig. 5(a), by
two lines originating from the own position and tangent to,
respectively, the left and the right side of the PZ of the intruder.
This zone is referred to as the forbidden beam zone (FBZ). In
this example, the relative velocity vector �Vrelown is inside this
area, and therefore, the aircraft will eventually enter the PZ,
and separation will be lost. The minimum separation distance
at CPA instance is indicated by d.

Separation can be realized by actions that cause the relative
velocity vector to lie outside the FBZ. The nearest “exit” point
on the FBZ is indicated by circled number 1 in Fig. 5(a).
If �Vrelown is moved to this position, the resulting resolution
position of the CPA is then indicated by CPAres. This particular
resolution is identical to the resolution given by the “voltage
potential” method used in P-ASAS [9]. Since the relative vector
is constructed by the own speed vector �Vown and the intruder
vector �Vint, spatial separation can be realized by a vector state
change of the own speed vector, the intruder speed vector, or a
combination of both.

In an ownship-centered speed-heading vector space shown in
Fig. 5(b), the FBZ remains visible with respect to the own speed
vector which is centered and placed upward. The geometrical
relations in Fig. 5(a) remain identical, but the space is now
pinpointed around the origin of the ownship speed vector �Vown.
In the same space, one can draw an arc of constant speed inside
the FBZ, revealing one (or more) heading bands. In Fig. 5(c),
the band is shown for the current speed (including arrow heads)
and three other speeds (one band for slower speed and two
bands for higher speeds). It shows why the position and shape
of the heading bands in the HTF are sensitive to speed changes
and how this relates to the shape of the FBZ. Similarly, speed
bands are sensitive to heading changes, and they also fit inside
the FBZ. This explains how the state bands based on a single
variable (like heading in case of the heading band) behave when
other control variables (in this case, the speed) are manipulated.
In [9], this behavior was reported in the P-ASAS state bands
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Fig. 5. Presentation of a conflict situation. Numbers 1 to 3 present possible
conflict resolution maneuvers based on FBZ (1) and heading band HDG (2, 3).
CPAres is the resolution position of the CPA. (a) Relative motion of ownship
with respect to intruder in an intruder-fixed reference frame. (b) FBZ in an
ownship-centered speed-heading space. (c) Heading band (HDG) for different
speeds in an ownship-centered speed-heading space. (d) SVE and heading band
on an ND.

designed for preventing the triggering of new conflicts during
conflict resolution.

2) Efficiency: On the FBZ in Fig. 5(b), the resolution ma-
neuver that gives the smallest state change |Δ�V | is marked
with the circled number 1. This maneuver is identical to the
resolution proposed in the previous paragraph. The resolution
time tres equals the distance between both aircraft, Δ �X , divided
by the relative approaching velocity of the resolution speed
vector |�Vresrel |

tres = |Δ �X|/�Vresrel . (4)

Since Δ �X is constant at the instance of choosing a reso-
lution, tres is inversely proportional to |�Vresrel |. |�Vresrel | is the
difference between the resolution vector �Vres and the vector
pointing to the origin of the FBZ, �FBZorigin

tres = c/|�Vres − �FBZorigin| (5)

where c is a constant. �FBZorigin is equal in magnitude and
direction to the intruder speed vector �Vint. As a consequence,
tres can be perceived by the distance between the resolution
velocity vector �Vres and the intruder vector �Vint

tres = c/|�Vres − �Vint| (6)

where c is a constant. If the resolution vector �Vres lies far away
from the intruder vector �Vint, the resolution time tres will be
small. When �Vres has nearly the same heading and speed as �Vint,
then the resolution time will go to infinity as nearly “parallel”
trajectories are flown.

The description for the maximal deviation δmax in (1) can
now be replaced by

δmax = c ∗
(
|�Vres − �Vref |/|�Vres − �Vint|

)
(7)

where c is a constant. δmax is proportional to the quotient of
resolution state change magnitude |�Vres − �Vref | and the distance
between resolution state and FBZ origin |�Vres − �Vint|. Since
an efficient conflict resolution comes down to minimizing the
maximal deviation, an efficient conflict-free travel strategy will
require a small state change away from the FBZ origin.

If one now considers the heading band for the current speed
in Fig. 5(c), two resolution maneuvers are possible: a port
turn to the point indicated by circled number 2 or a starboard
turn to point 3. It can be easily seen that the state change
magnitude |Δ�V | of resolution maneuver 2 is smaller than that
for solution 3. The heading band visualizes this magnitude, and
the HTF travel strategy tried to use this measure to form a travel
strategy for cooperative efficient conflict resolution. However,
since solution 2, the preferred resolution for the strategy, lies
very close to the intruder vector �Vint, the resolution time tres
will be very large and the maximal deviation δmax will be
several times larger than that for resolution maneuver 3. The
FBZ visualizes both the state change magnitude |Δ�V | and the
resolution time tres so that deviation can be more effectively
minimized. The resolution maneuver toward the point indi-
cated by number 1 in Fig. 5(b) is the best resolution option.
Again, note that this is identical to the resolution provided by
P-ASAS [9].

3) Production and Other Constraints: The presentation of
the FBZ can be further adapted by introducing other workspace
constraints/affordances. Limitations to aircraft performance
(constraint at physical level), such as maximum and minimum
values for aircraft velocity, can be applied. Due to productivity
(a more functional workspace constraint), the heading change
is limited to 90◦ port and starboard in order to show travel op-
portunities that will decrease the distance between the aircraft
and the destination. The resulting presentation is called the SVE
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Fig. 6. Combination of two FBZs due to conflict with two intruders.

and will be used as the interface concept related to the SHTF
travel function. Fig. 5(d) shows the SVE at the bottom of the
navigation display (ND). Note that the SVE contains the FBZ
and that its boundaries are imposed by aircraft performance and
productivity constraints.

B. Multiple Conflicts and Implicit Coordination

1) Multiple Conflicts: When multiple conflicts occur simul-
taneously, several FBZs can be shown superimposed on each
other. Fig. 6 shows multiple conflicts with two intruder aircraft.
�Vown is the speed vector of the ownship; �Vint1 and �Vint2 are
the speed vectors of the two intruders. The SVE is shown at
the bottom of the figure. The geometric relation between the
beam position and orientation on the one hand, and intruder
position and speed vector on the other hand, allows pilots to
correlate FBZs with aircraft symbols on the ND. The FBZ
origin position represents the intruder speed vector. The direc-
tion of the opening of the beam reveals the intruder relative
position.

2) Implicit Coordination: In case of a conflict, the geometry
of the FBZ from the perspective of one aircraft is complemen-
tary to the perspective of the other aircraft. In Fig. 7, one can
see that because of the symmetry, the closer one’s aircraft vector
endpoint is located to one leg of the FBZ, the closer the other
aircraft’s vector endpoint will be to the opposite leg. Hence,
the resolution of aircraft 1 (labeled with number 1) is com-
plementary to the resolution of aircraft 2 (labeled number 2).
Therefore, the motion of the FBZ due to the maneuver of
aircraft 1 is in the opposite direction of the motion induced

Fig. 7. Implicit coordination between two aircraft.

by the maneuver of aircraft 2. On the bottom of Fig. 7, one
can see two close-ups on the FBZ from the perspective of
aircraft 1 before (left) and after (right) the resolution maneu-
vers are done. It illustrates the situation before (gray) and
after (black) maneuvering. Because both aircraft maneuver,
the magnitude of the resolution maneuver could be half of
the indicated resolutions. In this way, each pilot can move
to the FBZ leg that is situated closest, yielding simultaneous
cooperative maneuvers, without the need to exchange intent
information.

C. Spatio-Temporal Forbidden Beam Zone Dynamics

The changing relative aircraft positions cause the FBZ to
expand. Both ownship and intruder maneuvers result in transla-
tion and/or rotation of the FBZ. A proper analysis of the FBZ
dynamics is needed to understand how these dynamics affect
pilot decision making and conflict awareness.

1) FBZ Expansion: In Fig. 8(a), the ownship speed vector
�Vown at time t0 lies inside the FBZ, and during the time that
the ownship is approaching the intruder aircraft and, therefore,
the PZ, the FBZ-beam width will expand. The different effects
of the maneuver and the expansion are indicated with man
and exp, respectively. The FBZ is drawn at the beginning
(t0) and at the end (t1) of the maneuver in an intruder-fixed
reference frame [Fig. 8(a)], an intruder-fixed speed-heading
space [Fig. 8(b)], and an ownship-fixed speed-heading space
as shown on an SVE [Fig. 8(c)].

The closer the conflict comes to the actual loss of separation,
the more significant the expansion rate will be, resulting in a
“sweep movement” at the end, as shown in Fig. 9. The FBZ
is drawn for the conflict situation at current time t0 and four
instances in the near future (t1 to t4 using equal time steps)
when both aircraft do not maneuver. Since the ownship’s vector
is located exactly on the upper FBZ leg, this leg will not sweep
at all, at least not until the CPA point is passed. The perception
of an increased expansion rate gives the pilot an indication
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Fig. 8. Expansion of the FBZ (top) when doing nothing or (bottom) when
executing a resolution maneuver. (a) Relative motion of ownship in an intruder-
fixed reference frame. (b) Maneuver in intruder-fixed speed-heading space.
(c) Maneuver in SVE (ownship-fixed speed-heading space).

Fig. 9. FBZ expansion and sweep movement. (a) Relative motion of ownship.
(b) Ownship-fixed speed-heading space.

of conflict urgency. A pilot could estimate whether it is still
possible to go out of the FBZ or trespass it. Note, however,
that it does not guarantee that separation is indeed feasible,
unless exact aircraft maneuver dynamics are used in the model.
Furthermore, the expansion rate only becomes significant when
time-to-CPA is very low (less than 1 min), and by that time, a
collision avoidance system is employed.

2) Intruder Maneuvers: Intruder maneuvers can also be di-
rectly perceived by translation of the corresponding FBZ. Due
to the displacement of the intruder velocity vector �Vint, “fixed”
to the origin of the FBZ, the entire FBZ is translated. When the
intruder is inside the FBZ, a cooperative maneuver is intuitively
realized by steering in the opposite direction of the intruder
maneuver, resulting in a lower conflict resolution time or a
larger separation. Similarly, when the intruder aircraft is outside
the FBZ but makes a “hostile maneuver,” i.e., toward an FBZ
leg, the pilot can now prevent intrusion by initiating exactly the
same maneuver as the intruder.

D. Hypothesis for a Travel Strategy With the SVE

Considering the aforementioned analysis, the following
travel strategy will efficiently resolve and prevent a conflict
situation with an intruder aircraft.

1) Safety: Stay out and get out of the FBZ before the aircraft
enters the PZ of other aircraft.

2) Production: Keep or get the destination in front.
3) Efficiency: Minimize the deviation of the original trajec-

tory path by optimizing two factors.
a) Limit the heading and speed deviation for the

resolution/prevention maneuver: “For resolution
(when intruder is not maneuvering), go to the closest
resolution state on the side of the closest FBZ leg,”
and “for resolution and prevention (when intruder is
maneuvering), move against and along the direction
of the FBZ translation, respectively.”

b) Limit the duration of the conflict resolution/prevention
time: “Stay away from FBZ origin points.”

Through the use of the efficiency travel strategy, implicit
coordination of a conflict between two aircraft is guaranteed
as long as the optimal resolution (or, at least, a resolution that
lies on the side of the shortest FBZ-leg) is available. Although
more complicated, this strategy can also be applied to multiple
conflict situations. As long as the pilot takes a resolution
that is situated on the side of the shortest FBZ leg of each
individual pair of FBZ legs (one pair for each conflict), implicit
coordination between each individual conflict is achieved.

Situations may occur, however, where the resolution space
at the side of the FBZ is unavailable due to other mapped
constraints. In such a situation, the pilot would have no other
option but to perform a counteractive maneuver to the furthest
FBZ leg. Given the assumption that no intent information is
exchanged, the intruder cannot be informed about this maneu-
ver. The addressed problem is inherent to the travel strategy.
Therefore, an additional rule is needed: if the closest FBZ leg
is not available, the ownship should not maneuver at all. The
intruder aircraft resolves the conflict alone.

E. Presenting the State Vector Envelope on the
Navigation Display

The SHTF expresses possibilities for motion in terms of
instantaneous speed-heading state changes. In the intruder-fixed
reference frame, the FBZ visualizes how both the ownship and
intruder speed vector afford efficient and cooperative conflict
resolution and prevention. The FBZ geometry remains identical
when translated to an ownship-centered speed-heading state
space [see, e.g., Fig. 5(b)]. Such presentation formats were
also proposed for the design of maritime collision avoidance
systems [4], [10], [12].

The SVE interface is overlaid on the ND at the bottom
[Fig. 5(d)]. The main disadvantage of such an overlay is the
risk of confusion between information on the plan view of the
ND, a 2-D ownship-fixed spatial field, and the speed-heading
space, a vector field. Still, the advantages seem to cancel out
this disadvantage.

First, mapping the SVE on the ownship position of the ND
relates the aircraft in the spatial space (the ND) with the FBZ in
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the speed-heading space. The pilot can observe speed, heading,
and relative position of aircraft in the vicinity and also how
these intruder characteristics affect the ownship’s travel op-
tions. The use of speed-heading space (motion) and plan view
(airspace) for presenting constraints therefore enhances the
natural ecology that pilots have and use when moving through
airspace. Second, possible maneuvers in the speed-heading
space can be translated to the ND by (mentally) plotting a
course in the short/middle term (planning). Third, the mapping
further enables the presentation of workspace constraints in the
spatial plane, the speed-heading space, or both. For separation,
the intruder aircraft symbol in the spatial plane shows how
much the actual separation is, whereas in the speed-heading
plane, the FBZ shows if separation will be lost in the future
and by which actions pilots can efficiently resolve the situation.
The interface designer now has two possible “spaces” in which
to present constraints, paving the way for more extended or
integrated support tools.

An alternative to mapping the envelope would be to decom-
pose the speed-heading space into separate speed and heading
bands, but then, a part of the conflict information contained by
the FBZ position and shape would be hidden: combined speed-
heading maneuvers, intruder behavior, and multiple conflicts.

VII. ECOLOGICAL INTERFACE DESIGN PROPERTIES

OF THE INTERFACE

EID addresses how information should be presented and
how to support operators to deal with novelty and change. The
skills, rules, and knowledge (SRK) taxonomy of Rasmussen
is a framework for describing the mechanisms that people
have for processing information [14]. It defines three levels of
cognitive control when describing human behavior in reaction
to available information. EID aims to support all three levels of
cognitive control, while not forcing the operator to control at a
higher level than necessary, saving cognitive resources [23]. In
this section, it will be discussed how the SVE interface supports
these EID principles.

The SVE interface supports skill-based behavior by enabling
the pilot to act on directly perceivable constraints. The speed-
heading state vector should be kept inside the envelope and
outside the FBZs. Through the path control (speed and heading
settings on the autopilot), the pilot can directly manipulate the
goal state.

Rule-based behavior involves associating familiar perceptual
cues in the world with an action or intent. There should be
a consistent one-to-one mapping between the workspace con-
straints and the perceptual information on the SVE interface.
Domain constraints related to separation and path deviation are
mapped into perceptual cues: the distances between FBZ origin
and state vector, between FBZ legs and state vector, and the
movement of the FBZ give input to the pilot’s travel strategy
for efficient conflict resolution and prevention. There is a one-
to-one mapping between the type of conflict situation and the
FBZ presented on the SVE interface. Over time, different avoid-
ance strategies can be tested, selected, or discarded depending
on their efficiency. Heading constraints (production goal) and
speed constraints (aircraft performance) mark the capabilities

of the locomotion function and are mapped on the interface
(boundaries of the SVE).

Knowledge-based behavior involves analytical problem solv-
ing based on a symbolic mental model. The interface should
present the content and relations identified by the AH model of
the workspace. The separation function on the abstract function
level of the AH is revealed by the FBZ, as explained earlier.
The relation between the generalized functions (locomotion,
path control) and the abstract functions lies in the formulation
of separation in terms of aircraft (loco)motion. The locomotion
prediction depends on the possible speed and heading settings
given by the pilot (path control function). The presentation
of the “functional information” through the FBZ is built up
out of physical information of airspace elements (physical
function level): The intruder’s position is revealed by the FBZ
orientation pointing toward the symbol on the ND. Because of
this relation, each aircraft on the ND can be related to an FBZ
on the SVE, also in case of multiple simultaneous conflicts. The
position of the ownship speed vector relative to the FBZ also
reveals how it will pass the intruder (front, back, left, right, or a
combination).

Intruder velocity is shown by the FBZ origin and can be
directly compared to the ownship’s velocity vector. Intruder
maneuvers (vector changes) are visible by the movement of
the FBZ. The effects of the intruder behavior on the constraints
are clearly visible and allow the pilot to react properly, even
if the behavior is unexpected and unanticipated for. Finally, the
expansion rate of the FBZ is a measure for the time-to-CPA, i.e.,
a measure of “conflict urgency.” The higher the expansion rate,
the more critical it becomes to decide for and start a resolution
maneuver.

VIII. PILOT EVALUATION

In a fixed-base part-task flight simulator, the SVE interface
has been evaluated by a brief test experiment with six profes-
sional civil airline pilots.

The purpose of the evaluation was to verify the safety and
efficiency of conflict resolutions and to obtain a first impression
of pilot acceptance and situation awareness. It is stressed that
the evaluation was not aimed at covering all our claims made
earlier. For example, it did not consider implicit coordination.
Rather, scenarios included hostile intruder behavior to test the
robustness of our interface against unanticipated behavior.

A. Procedure and Setup

A set of five conflict scenarios with two intruder aircraft
was simulated. Each scenario had a specific conflict geometry.
Pilots were asked to fly a track between two waypoints in cruise
conditions. At a given moment, a conflict situation occurred
with two intruder aircraft. Pilots were instructed to conduct
a maneuver that would result in a safe and efficient conflict
resolution using the speed-heading maneuver strategy. When
the intruder aircraft had passed by, pilots were told to start a
recovery maneuver, i.e., going back to the original cruise speed
and head toward the next waypoint in order to continue flight
on the original trajectory.
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B. Description of the Simulation

A Boeing 747–200 aircraft was simulated, flying at 30 000 ft.
Initial velocity was 0.8 Mach, approximately 240-m/s ground
speed. The autopilot was enabled; speed and heading could be
set on a simulated mode control panel using a mouse.

Given the actual speed, the “conflict detection” algorithm
detected a future spatial separation violation (5-nmi reference)
within a 5-min look-ahead time. The “FBZ drawing” algorithm
used a look-ahead time of 15 min in order to show less urgent
conflicts inside the SVE map when a resolution strategy was
chosen for the actual conflict.

Each intruder was simulated with a propagation model that
defined an initial trajectory by its position, ground speed, and
heading. At a given time, a resolution maneuver with a different
ground speed and heading was triggered. When the intruders
passed each other, they headed back to their original trajectory
path. The resolutions were pilot-like and caused a spatial sepa-
ration between 5 and 10 nmi. The maneuver dynamics included
a simple turn geometry and a constant longitudinal acceleration.
Both intruder aircraft only resolved the conflict with each other
and neglected the conflict situation with the owncraft. It was
therefore possible for the intruders to make counterintuitive or
even hostile maneuvers at the time they initiated the resolution
or recovery maneuver. Pilots were informed about this intruder
behavior during the briefing.

Three “normal” scenarios were designed in such a way that
using the travel strategy at detection time would lead to the
most efficient resolution. In the two other scenarios, the intruder
behavior during resolution, i.e., before passing the CPA point,
changed the desired resolution strategy.

C. Results

Safety was measured by loss of separation and the mini-
mum separation distance, and efficiency by the maximum path
deviation. In the normal scenarios, out of 18 runs, 14 times
pilots applied the most efficient resolution strategy, and 1 time
a suboptimal one. The three less-efficient strategies resulted in
a path deviation that was at least twice as high as necessary.
In one of the scenarios, a hostile recovery maneuver near CPA
instance caused a minor loss of separation of a few hundred feet.

In case the unexpected intruder behavior changed the optimal
resolution maneuver strategy for the own aircraft, pilots would
have to cross the forbidden area. However, our pilots did not
feel confident enough to do this. In one scenario, two equally
efficient resolution strategies existed, a port and a starboard
maneuver. Four pilots decided to do a starboard turn maneuver.
Due to the resolution maneuvers of the intruders, this resolution
would lead to a path deviation δmax three times higher than for
the port maneuver. One out of four pilots decided to replan the
strategy and cross the FBZ to take the more efficient option.
In another scenario, the optimal solution was a small triangular
area on the SVE that would disappear just before passing each
other due to a hostile intruder recovery maneuver. Four pilots
avoided this strategy from the start, taking a less efficient but
more safe resolution strategy. One of the two pilots who did
chose the optimal strategy eventually lost separation passing by
at 2.3 nmi.

D. Pilot Comments and Pilot Acceptance

Pilot acceptance and conflict awareness were evaluated
through the personal feedback of pilots and a questionnaire.
All pilots indicated that the SVE interface was useful, but
more practice and experience would be needed for a better
comprehension and use of it. All indicated that they were able
to correlate envelope lines to particular intruder aircraft and
also reason about how aircraft will pass each other (back, front,
left, or right), but they again mentioned that more practice
was needed. Pilots recommended to keep the beam shape of
each individual FBZ visible, i.e., draw the entire beam until
the maximal velocity limit, including the part below the min-
imal velocity, and staple different FBZ on each other without
merging the lines. The acceptability of, and confidence in,
trespassing the FBZ area varied among pilots.

The FBZ expansion was easily perceived. All pilots acknowl-
edged that the evolution of the envelope form was noticed
better when the intruder aircraft came closer to the owncraft.
However, it was difficult to predict the expansion rate of the
FBZ. The lack of awareness about the future position of the
beam edges made it difficult to exactly determine the right
maneuver needed to get out of the FBZ.

All pilots commented to have a reasonable notion on conflict
urgency. Three pilots indicated that they used the FBZ size
to build up this notion. All pilots used spatial proximity of
the intruder aircraft on the ND. Two pilots also used relative
approaching velocity of the aircraft symbols on the ND. It was
not clear to them how much time was left before collision
or, alternatively, how much time was left to start a resolution
maneuver. Pilots indicated that they particularly wanted to
perceive the relative velocity of the intruder aircraft.

During the experiment, most pilots did not explicitly state
that the intruder aircraft were maneuvering. They spoke about
movements of the envelope lines and how to react upon them.
When a hostile intruder maneuver was done just before passing
by, however, pilots clearly identified the maneuver.

IX. DISCUSSION

A work domain analysis was made of ATP, identifying
behavior-shaping workspace constraints, related to key func-
tions like separation and path deviation. These were then
translated into a visual representation by use of locomotion
models that express travel options. During the design process,
the workspace analysis was iterated several times, often in com-
bination with the visualization step. In this way, the display was
designed in an incremental evolutionary way, allowing interface
form and workspace analysis to give input to each other. EID is
certainly not a recipe for the interface geometrical design, and
a gap exists between analysis and display form. In the present
context, pilots already have and use an existing natural ecology
of motion through space. Since we believe that interface forms
should enhance this existing ecology, it led us to look for
solution forms that used the dimensions of motion and space.

This paper shows that conflict situations are, depending on
conflict geometry, most efficiently resolved by a speed change,
heading change, or a combination of both. Locomotion models
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such as the HTF, which do not describe combined speed-
heading maneuvers, fail to present travel options that minimize
path deviation and support implicit coordination unless they use
an explicit resolution advice. The use of heading bands or speed
bands on the interface to prevent maneuvers that trigger new
conflicts is unsatisfactory. The heading band only holds for the
current speed and, vice versa, the speed band for the current
heading. In addition, multiple conflicts may overlap each other,
making it difficult to distinguish between the bands or relate in-
dividual bands with the appropriate intruder aircraft on the ND.

Separation cannot be presented in a steady meaningful way
on a traditional plan view display. However, in an ownship-
centered speed-heading vector field (such as visualized in the
SVE interface), separation can be expressed in terms of maneu-
vers based on instantaneous speed-heading changes. For each
conflict, the FBZ visualizes efficient conflict resolutions (sup-
porting conflict prevention) and intruder maneuvers (supporting
implicit coordination).

Due to the time needed to maneuver, the FBZ beam width
expands. Conflict urgency can be directly perceived by the
expansion rate of the FBZ, a property that becomes more salient
just before both aircraft cross each other. However, a pilot
cannot be completely confident that it is still possible to go
out of, or trespass the FBZ, as it might expand faster than the
aircraft can maneuver. Therefore, a time threshold should be
determined, below which collision avoidance is activated.

The mapping of the SVE on the ND (pinpointed on the
ownship position geometrically) relates the aircraft in the spa-
tial space (the ND) with the FBZ in the speed-heading space.
The pilot cannot only observe the speed, heading, and relative
position of aircraft in the vicinity but also can observe how these
intruder variables affect the ownship’s travel options. Thus, the
use of speed-heading space (motion) and plan view (airspace)
to present 4-D spatio-temporal constraints enhances the natural
ecology that pilots have and use when moving through space.
The SVE “makes visible the invisible,” perfectly in line with
EID principles [24].

The direct visualization of workspace constraints in the
speed-heading space, the “intelligence” behind the SVE en-
velope mapped on the ND, allows for a deeper understand-
ing of travel options and conflict situations. This makes it
an appropriate support tool for complex problem solving. On
the other hand, a pilot can simply steer out of the FBZ and
remain within the speed envelope without fully analyzing and
understanding all aspects of the conflict situation, reducing
cognitive workload. This results in supporting the SRK levels
of cognitive control.

Tentatively, the introduction of a display that enables the
operator to accomplish his task with little cognitive effort might
lead to an erosion of skills [26]. Extrapolating the results
observed in [3] to the present context, however, suggests that if
pilots actively reflect on the feedback they receive from the EID
display, they will have an opportunity to gain deeper knowledge
of airborne conflict situations.

A brief pilot evaluation proved that pilots are able to per-
form safe and efficient conflict resolution maneuvers using the
display. The experiment data and pilot comments primarily
served as an input for further design steps and more extensive

evaluations. The limited complexity of this experiment needs
to be seen in this context; it was mainly intended to elicit pilot
comments and provide initial feedback on the design. From
the results, it appeared that the FBZ expansion was readily
observed by the pilots and that some pilots used it to form an
impression of conflict urgency. FBZ expansion rate was more
difficult to observe, however, leading to difficulty in predicting
the development of a conflict and uncertainty in the choice and
timing of maneuvers in some cases. Pilots also can correlate
the FBZ lines with the associated intruder aircraft and are well
able to predict how they will pass other aircraft. Movement
of the FBZ is visible to the pilots, but they cannot relate that
movement to the intruder maneuver causing it, unless that
maneuver is a critical hostile maneuver. Pilots also indicated
that they would need more practice with the display to achieve
better comprehension and use it better.

X. RECOMMENDATIONS

The inclusion of aircraft dynamics into the travel models
would make the FBZ presentation more accurate. In urgent
situations, this guarantees that a given resolution is feasible.
In situations where unexpected intruder behavior alters the
resolution strategy, the feasibility of the trespassing maneuver
is then assured. Exchange of intent information should also be
explored. The presentation of autopilot settings on the SVE
would enable pilots to quickly assess the intruder’s intentions.
One planned path change in the near future could be accounted
for in the (loco)motion prediction and the presentation of the
FBZ. Including both dynamics and intent information allows
for more flexible travel strategies. At present, a preliminary
design including these features has been made [19].

Research is ongoing to experimentally compare current air-
borne separation systems like P-ASAS with the ecological
design, focusing on the relation between display, conflict geom-
etry, and pilot performance and workload [1]. Since an eco-
logical interface does not necessarily yield better performance,
attention focuses on analyzing pilot problem-solving skills in
exceptional situations and pilot situation awareness.
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